
AKSEL KJERSGAARD PAIR OF PINE WOOD COFFEE TABLES, DENMARK, CIRCA 1970

$3,800

SKU: N/A | Categories: Coffee Tables, New, Side Tables / End Tables, Tables | Tags: Aksel Kjersgaard,
brutalist, brutalist table, pine wood coffee table
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Aksel Kjersgaard

Beautifully preserved danish pine coffee tables, mid-century
Dimensions are: 39.3" x 27.5" x 18.8", combined it's approx. 39x39"



Wonderful pair of rare wooden tables by Aksel Kjersgaard for Odder furniture, Denmark in very
good condition.

These two L-shaped tables can be used in various combinations which makes them suitable for
many different purposes, as coffee table, side table, or end tables for example.

The tables are made of a solid heavy pine wood with rounded edges which gives a them beautiful
organic shape.

Stamped: Aksel Kjersgaard. combination of functionality and aesthetic appeal and is considered a
valuable addition to any home.

Despite the passing of time, its condition is remarkable. The warm patina of the wood gives it a
lovely, soft glow and hints at the memories and stories it holds.

The sturdy construction and attention to detail ensure that it will be a beloved and functional piece
in your home for many years to come.

Embrace its charming imperfections and allow it to add a touch of coziness and character to your
space.

Dimensions are: 39.3" x 27.5" x 18.8", combined it's approx. 39x39"



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Dimensions 70 × 100 × 48 cm

material Pine wood

period 1970 – 1980

creator Aksel Kjersgaard





YOU MAY ALSO LIKE…

Paul Kingma
Brutalist Oak Slate

Coffee Table
Wrought Iron Base,

France, 1950

Ilmari Tapiovaara
Round Walnut Teak
Wood Coffee Table,

circa 1960

Cerused Oak Pair Of
Tables, France,

circa 1950

Gio Ponti Coffee or
Side Boomerang
Table Style Gio

Ponti Wood, Italy,
circa 1955
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